INTERFACE NYC IS A CREATIVE EVENT AND CONFERENCE SPACE LOCATED IN NORTH CHELSEA, MANHATTAN.

AT 2,200 SQ FT, INTERFACE IS IDEAL FOR MID-SIZE PRESENTATIONS, ROOMY TEAM OFFSITES, INTERACTIVE FUNDRAISERS, POP-UP MARKETS, AND MORE.
HOST + GUEST WIFI

GUEST NETWORK: INTERFACE EVENTS
PASSWORD: catchingcurious

A/V NETWORK: PROJECT 140
PASSWORD: 140project

50 MBPS / 50 MBPS

AUDIO VISUAL

• x6 CEILING MOUNTED JBL CONTROL 28 SPEAKERS
• x2 WIRELESS MICROPHONES
• SONOS AUDIO WITH SPOTIFY / PANDORA / AUX
• 10’ CEILING MOUNTED PROJECTION SCREEN
• APPLE TV / MICROSOFT DISPLAY / HDMI VIDEO INPUT

OTHER

• KETRA LIGHTING SYSTEM (DIMMERS)
• TEMPERATURE CONTROL
• HALLWAY LIGHTING INSTALLATION (COLOR CUSTOMIZABLE)

CAPACITY

STANDING: 150
SEATED: 115
WITH TILL & SPROCKET: 250
FURNITURE + AMENITIES

- x100 CHAIRS (50 FOLDING / 50 DESK)
- x7 RECLAIMED WOOD TABLES (3’ X 4’)
- x4 VINTAGE COUCHES
- x4 LOVESEATS
- x4 AREA RUGS
- VARIOUS COFFEE TABLES, SIDE TABLES, CRATES, AND KNICK KNACKS

- x3 COAT RACKS
- x1 MOBILE BAR
- x2 BATHROOMS
- x2 MOBILE BLEACHERS
- FLEXIBLE LAYOUT
PHOTOS + EVENTS
PHOTOS + EVENTS
PHOTOS + EVENTS

PRIVATE DINNER
PHOTOS + EVENTS
GETTING HERE

ACCOMMODATIONS PARTNER

COURTYARD®
Marriott

135 W 30TH ST - (212) 967-6000

PENN STATION
HERALD SQUARE
123 ACE
NQR BDFM
CATERING PROVIDED BY
TILL & SPROCKET

LETSMEEK@INTERFACE.NYC
646.854.3802